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“A Fisherman’s Life”
Taylor McAnally

Graceful, curious
fish exploring the unknown
depths of mystery.

A sparkling silver
hook drifts among silky sheets
of deep dark cobalt.  

Led away from home.
Too far gone for salvation.
Cannot breathe. Darkness.

Gushing onyx swells
remove the impurities.
Calm after the storm.

Heading back to shore
content, toes covered in sand.
A fisherman’s life.
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“One Feline’s Mystery”
Hubert E. Sides

I was curled up in my favorite chair.
Then I saw something over there.
It was not a mouse; it was not a rat.
I jumped up; what the heck is that?

It is on the floor; and now on the wall.
It started out short; and now it is tall.
It is up and down; now it is over there.
It will not stay still; it is everywhere.

I jump off my perch to track it down.
I will catch it when it is on the ground.
I will trap it with my paw; so much for thee.
What the heck? Now the thing is on me.

Then, I hear some laughter from my master.
What is this thing that I have been after?
He knows what it is; it is no big mystery.
Again, he is just having some fun with me.
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“A Discourse in Gettysburg”
Jamison Sailors
Second Prize Poetry Winner

Just eighty-seven years gone past,
our predecessors forged this land,

with liberty and parity.
An awful civil war must test

and see if we survive this mess.

We meet now on this battlefield
to dedicate a resting place

for those who paid the final price.
For this we congregate today
and surely it’s appropriate.

We really cannot sanctify
or dedicate this land, because
the military might that fought

and gave their all through death or life
imparted more than we could dare.

Today, the fruitless words we share
may disappear from memory.

The only thing remembered here
are prizes won by sacrifice

by those for freedom’s noble cause.
The living here must dedicate

and pledge an oath to take upon our backs
that great and mighty task

to honor those who gave their all.
Devotion to their memories

ensures they didn’t die in vain.

America, through God confirmed,
a nation that should never fear
and shouldn’t ever disappear,

deserves a second chance to live.
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“Freedom’s Children”
Taylor McAnally

Pink cheeked, bright eyed boy
hurrying home, gripping
enlistment papers. 

A pat on the back,
clinging hugs by little arms,
warm tears on his cheek.

A long way from home,
surrounded by mothers’ sons,
bidden to battle.

Explosions, flares, the 
conversation of bullets—
pleas of protection.

Long years of service
protecting precious freedoms—
life of a soldier.

“Being Born”
Alicia Morris

Piercing brightness,
Making my eyes squint.
Tickling Toes,
Making me gasp.
Loud sounds,
Making me scream.
Terribly tired,
Making me drift off to sleep.
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“Baptism”
Amanda Caldwell

The soul open, ready to die
Vulnerable and strong on this night
A private proclamation conveyed
Still, public for all to perceive
To drown to death the soul was
To rise again amidst new light
The band played, a song was sung
Praising loudly for death was overcome

“William”
Pam Avery

Your thoughts knelt gently and
 Whispered in my ear while your
Eyes struggled to focus through
 Dry tears that fell
Like sand, counting the time, until,
 Your spirit would fly - free and soaring…
While I imagine the words
 I would have said –
If we had spoken that day.
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“Rodent in the Roof ”
Denise Landon

Rumble in the rafters
A nest of fluff and matter
How can we stuff us fatter?
There’s a rodent in the roof

Fluffy tails and scurry paws
Travel up inside the walls
Scolding spats flow down the halls 
There’s a rodent in the roof

Chitter chats and hole filled socks
Curled up tight in little box
Lazy cat and useless locks
There’s a rodent in the roof
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“The Search”
Pam Avery
Third Prize Poetry Winner

Cruisin’ the town,
Lookin’ for a light,
 a rock, a roll, a reason I might
Feel the rhyme or find the way,
 listen to lies or try to say,
“I love you” when love is not the thing
 that cruises the streets and waits to sing
the empty words of the same old song
 that leaves a trail, dark and long,
Winding back to the sultry night,
 as the players continue their furious plight.

Cruisin’ the town,
Lookin’ for a light,
 a rock, a roll, a reason they might
Feel the rhyme or find the way,
Back to the words 
 they need to say.
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“When I’m 25”
Anitra Ellison

Sometimes I sip red wine and watch movies
With subtitles. What the hell are they saying?
Does it matter? I feel like a grown up.
But I don’t even like the taste of wine. 
Ok, I’ll slip on my little black dress,
Slide on my strappy Choos. There goes the rent.
Meet up with friends who air kiss hellos.
Darling! You look fabulous! This old thing?
We’re going to a sophisticated 
Jazz club. More white wine even smaller sips.
We toss our heads back with laughter and class.
I think I have arrived. But wait, did I?
Old friends will call me bourgeois,
Oh right, they already do.
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“For that Juicy Looking Pear”
Scott Boggs

What are you thinking over there?
With that blank-looking stare,
Oh how much would I care,
For that juicy looking pear.

I looked forward to that fair,
But you just didn’t care,

Oh how much would I bare,
For that juicy looking pear.

I wish you would dare,
To hand me that chair,

Oh how much would I declare,
For that juicy looking pear,

If I had the time to spare,
I would ask you to be fair,

And hand me a piece that juicy looking pear.

For every night I say my prayer,
I ask of that juicy looking pear
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“A New Man”
Luis Rosado
First Prize Poetry Winner

A king does not profit if his subjects do not
A life cannot be measured if not lived fully
These things, as the son of a king, I understand well
The stranger I have waited for years to see
Returned from his journey as a hero to our family
However, despite the stories I’ve been told
He is not the man we’ve been waiting for
 Mother can see it as well; we all can
United at last, she accepts him without thought
I stare at the stranger, who was once my father
 I watch as he metes and doles
I notice his faint, lingering smiles
I hear the soft whispers of his yearning gaze towards me
I feel the tremble from his aged embrace
I can clearly see his regret;
 I know he is not living the life he thought he had returned to
Though his body remains with us
His mind and heart is far and distant
Though he had returned at last 
He is still gone
 Mother does not weep—she never has
Holding onto a burden for so many years
She believes her suffering has not been in vain
But the man she had waited for was never coming back
She is fooled by his appearance—a lie she chooses to believe
A weakness among many since his arrival
As the days pass, she begins to mimic his appearance
Her smiles are like his now
Her embrace trembles, as his does
Her eyes full of regret
I believed I would gain a father, at long last
Yet instead, I lost a mother as well
A mother whom I treasured, lost during the most hopeful of days
 A man who has not lived life will always hold regret
I know this to be true; does he know this as well?
The things he has seen, will I see them as he did?
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Should he choose to leave, what will I be able to do?
Would this shock cause even more pain to my mother?
Or will it at last open her eyes and heart?
To see the truth as it is and not as it seems?
He may believe that there is more to his life than there is here
But once a path is forged and walked upon
Is it not foolish to try and walk through the forest? 
If life has so much to offer here, at home
Is it not foolish to risk throwing it away?
Wanting to live full is not a fault
But to risk to love of others in the process
Is the greatest blunder a man—a king—could make
 A man must have a broad sense of understanding.
This, as a future king, I understand well
I have heard the tales of Achilles
I have heard the battles of Troy
He has told me of the wonders during his struggles at sea
I can understand his yearning to relive these adventures
Life here is hardly so moving
One day, as I have guessed, he will choose to leave us again
He will try to learn new things, to see new places
And one day, during his travels abroad
Once he has had his fill of dangers and excitement
Of wonders and miracles
He will find out what he has thrown away
In search of such things
Though I am young
I have heard the stories of the sea men,
From soldiers in the taverns
I have heard of wondrous things in the world
But I have noticed something else
None of those men were ever satisfied with such a life
And in the end, though they would never admit it
They returned to the only place that would take them back: their home
I pray, for your sake
You will learn this during your time abroad once more,
Before it is too late
Before you miss your chance
Before your memory is forgotten here
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“Old Man James”
Nyshawana Rucker

Old man James is the smartest man I know.
He can stretch a penny and make it grow.

He can build a house with his hands.
He can play an instrument that will make you dance.

Old man James can do it all,
And he is always willing to help whenever you call.

He could have been whatever he wanted to be,
But because of fear, his dreams he flees.

 He never travel far from home,
Occasionally he is in a crowd,
But he would rather be alone.

It is a shame James was afraid to spread his wings and fly.
It sadden me to hear him say, 
“I’ll be this way until I die”.

Take old man James, and learn a lesson or two,
Do not let fear keep you from what you want to. 
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“Prayer of Gratitude”
Amanda Caldwell 

O Lord I want to thank you for my dad - 
An earnest, righteous man who loves his wife,
his kids and most of all his gracious God.
His heart still beats with youthful, faithful life.

O Lord I want to thank you for my mom - 
A selfless woman with a heart that’s strong.
Her love flows so adventurous yet calm,
instilling what is right and what is wrong.

O Lord I want to thank you for my mate.
For now, in my enchanting dreams he’ll stay.
I’ll patiently adjust my will, and wait
for my beloved You will send my way.

I’m here, O Lord, with humbleness again,
to thank you for Your many gifts.    Amen.
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“Renewal”
Taylor McAnally 

Gliding to the ground,
robust golds and reds drift down,
piling all around.

They fall with no sound
to inevitable death,
Creation’s cycle.

As squirrels scurry
through leaves searching for acorns,
trees prepare to sleep.

Snow falling softly,
God’s amazing handiwork
topping tall fir trees.

Hoof prints in the snow
leading to far away dens
where all is quiet. 

Fluffy white blankets
draped over all creation,
Silence snores in sleep.

Blossoms, now reborn,
impart gifts of sweet fragrance
to a thankful earth.

Feet of all manner
skip through luscious green hillsides,
sunlight smiling down.
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Birds and bees flying
through the warm breeze, singing songs
of joy, welcoming.

Waves lapping the shore,
washing away sandcastles,
no evidence left.

Hot sand on seashells
that sparkle in the sunlight,
beckoning seagulls.

Thunder clouds roll in,
flashes of light in the sky
threaten summer storms. 

Incessant  raindrops 
gather into dull puddles,
reflecting buildings.

Tip-tap goes the rain
against the coffee shop’s roof,
as she slips on boots.

Umbrella in hand,
face uplifted to the sky,
immersed in pleasure.
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“Morning Glory”
Pam Avery

I want to be like the morning glory,
blooming amid the thorns and weeds,

  climbing into the trees.
Flashing my purples and magentas,

and sowing the seeds 
for tomorrow’s dawn - 

Even though my vine 
will sleep soundly

with the sun.
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“Coming Together” 
Ambre Beck

Watercolor, Pencils, Marker
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“Tunnel Vision”
Caroline Kwak
Photography
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“The Downward Turn”
Kyle Taylor

Digital Photography
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“What’re Your True Colors?” 
Jessica Tillman

Oil Pastel
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“Plight of a Palm”
Wendy Fuller
Photography
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“The Un-Blind Man” 
Kristen Rowland

Acrylic 
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“Diamonds Aren’t a Lady’s Only BFF” 
Jessica Tillman

Oil Pastel
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“Turducken”
Kara Blanton
Third Prize Prose Winner

Do you feel the need to overexert yourself for the holiday? Do you plan 
to have an ungodly number of people over to your house to eat like pigs, 
track mud on your carpet, wipe their hands on your tablecloths, stop 
up your toilets, tell you how to raise your children, say thanks, and then 
leave you to clean the mess yourself? If you plan on having a cavalcade of 
carnivorous relatives march through your house like Sherman marched 
through Atlanta, and you want to spend an enormous amount of time in 
the kitchen preparing a meal that usually goes unnoticed, then you need to 
make a Turducken.

To begin this enormous undertaking, you need the following ingredients: 
a 3 to 4 lb. chicken, deboned, a 5 to 6 lb. duck, deboned, and a 10 to 13 
lb. turkey, deboned except for the legs and the wings. If you preorder 
the poultry, the butcher shop debones the birds for you. If you decide to 
debone them yourself, God bless you and good luck. Other items needed 
for your masterpiece include three boxes of stuffing, 3 large metal skew-
ers, a large roasting pan, a roll of quarters, a glass jar with a slit cut into 
the lid, two copies of the recipe, and two bottles of red or white wine. You 
should store the 22 lbs. of procured poultry in the refrigerator so that it 
does not grow harmful bacteria and cause your family to catch food poi-
soning. Good luck with finding the room for that.

The first step is one of the most important steps of the entire recipe. 
Open the bottle of wine, and carefully measure out two cups. Transfer the 
measured wine into your favorite wine glass and enjoy. Next, prepare the 
stuffing according to the instructions on the box, and put out the small fire 
caused by the burning recipe that you forgot to remove from the stovetop. 
Replace the charred recipe with the second copy. Then lay the turkey, skin 
side down, onto a clean counter, tell your hovering daughter that it is not 
gross, and to get out of the way. Then give her “the look” as she rolls her 
eyes and says, “Whatever.” Take the prepared stuffing and spread it gener-
ously into the open cavity. At this point, try not to get any stuffing on your 
7 year old  son’s sleeve as he stands next to you, poking at the turkey with 
his finger and asking if he gets to eat the tail.
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With that step complete, wash the salmonella off of your son’s hands and 
take him, the jar, and the roll of quarters to the living room. Give the jar 
and roll of quarters to your husband and gingerly remove the remote con-
trol from the arm of the Lay-z-boy that he has claimed as his spot for the 
day. Caution! This step is very dangerous. Do not lose a finger. Change the 
channel to Disney, and make your husband drop a quarter into the jar for 
each swear word he uses. Return to the kitchen and drink another glass of 
wine. In the next step, take the duck, lay it skin down onto the stuffing that 
you spread onto the turkey, and spread stuffing generously over the open 
cavity of the duck. If your husband continues to protest about the channel 
change during this step, take time to make a list of “things I forgot to get” 
and send him to the store. This gives you several hours of quiet time. Stand 
at the door and smile while drinking another glass of wine and mumbling 
under your breath, “Good luck finding a store that is opened today.” Now, 
return to the kitchen and repeat the same step with the chicken that you 
used on the turkey and the duck.

Now the fun begins. In this step, you drink the rest of the wine straight 
from the open container and walk down the hallway to tell your daughters 
to stop fighting over the hair straightener and get into the living to help 
clean up the mountain of Legos that magically walked out of your son’s 
room, down the hall, and dumped themselves out onto the living room 
floor. Drop some quarters into the swear jar and go back to the kitchen. 
In the next step, you close your Frankenstein bird. Take the chicken and 
pull the edges together, closing it shut and skewering it to keep it from 
opening. Do the same to the duck by pulling it up around the chicken and 
skewering it. Now do the same with the turkey, pulling it up around the 
duck. Skewer the turkey securely and drop a few more quarters into the 
swear jar because you skewered one of your fingers in the process. Rub 
the entire turkey with butter, and place it into the large baking pan. Place 
the pan into the oven and bake at 300 degrees for 3 to 4 hours. While the 
turducken roasts, you open the other bottle of wine, and hold it in one 
hand while holding the remaining quarters in the other hand. Stand in the 
kitchen and shout at the kids, about how their clothes better not get dirty 
before dinner, and then deposit the remaining quarters into the swear jar.
This holiday season treat your loved ones to a turducken. They will love 
it! Even that one aunt who always finds a reason to complain about dinner 
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although all she brought was that plate of canned pears with the dollop of 
mayonnaise and shredded cheese on top, and that uncle who you do not 
want to hug because he always smells like bologna and Chinese food. They 
will not appreciate it. They will leave mud on the carpet and use an entire 
12 count pack of triple roll toilet paper, but no worries; you drank two 
bottles of wine, so you will not care. Have a happy Thanksgiving!

“Requiem for a Pyrotechnic”
Ben Wood
First Prize Prose Winner

During my late teens, turmoil surrounded me.  My parents divorced dur-
ing my sophomore year of high school, which prompted my mother to 
dive headlong into a midlife crisis that resulted in very odd behavior and 
in the complete absence of parental guidance. At times, it seemed as if the 
line that separates adult from teenager became blurred.   I never needed 
an excuse to party, and my mother’s unspoken approval of these activities 
turned my house into “Party Central.” Never in my wildest dreams could I 
have imagined co-hosting a keg party with my mother, but it happened. 

Sometimes truth really is stranger than fiction.  At some point during this 
chaotic time, I had a moment of clarity, or perhaps a moment of insanity: 
I made the decision to join the United States Marine Corps.  I was looking 
for adventure and a change of scenery; the Marine Corps provided an op-
portunity for both.

I departed for Marine Corps boot camp on July 5, 1989, one month 
removed from high school graduation and hung over from an enthusiastic 
Independence Day celebration the day prior.  The ensuing twelve weeks 
pushed me to the outermost edges of my mental and physical limits.  One 
of my drill instructor’s favorite activities was referred to as “breaded 
shrimp.” This activity generally consisted of taking us on a ten-mile “fun 
run,” and then commanding us to roll our sweat-soaked bodies continu-
ously in the sand pit that adjoined the barracks. We looked like breaded 
shrimp all right, but the only consumers were the mosquitoes and sand 
fleas!  At the conclusion of boot camp, the same demonic drill instructors 
that once referred to me as “maggot” now offered a friendly handshake and 
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addressed me using more favorable monikers such as “Marine” and “Devil 
Dog.”  I emerged from Marine Corps boot camp on September 29, 1989, 
poised to conquer the world.

Following a ten-day respite from military life, the Marine Corps ordered 
me to report to Camp Lejeune in Jacksonville, NC for phase two of my 
training.  Jacksonville was rife with pawnshops, gun stores, liquor stores, 
and topless bars.  High on testosterone and low on common sense, we 
naturally gravitated toward the liquor stores and topless bars in our spare 
time – or “liberty” in military terms.

 A typical weekend consisted of renting a hotel room, purchasing as much 
alcohol as our small government paychecks would allow, and spending 
the remainder on pursuit of relations with amoral women.  Our weekend 
escapades would usually take us to one of two establishments: “The Brown 
Bagger” or “The Foxy Lady.”  The Brown Bagger was fittingly named, but 
there was nothing “foxy” about the ladies who worked at The Foxy Lady.  
The dancers at The Brown Bagger sported a vast assortment of tattoos and 
mean dispositions that rivaled their physical unattractiveness, while the 
women at the Foxy Lady would encircle young and homesick Marines like 
a committee of vultures targeting carrion, leaving a trail of bruised egos 
and empty wallets in their wake.

I befriended some interesting characters in my time at Camp Lejeune: 
Ortiz and Regan were country boys from rural Alabama.  Rodriguez, a 
self-described “meathead,” had come down from Boston; Copithke had 
originated from western New York, and Jones had come to Camp Lejeune 
by way of Meridian, Mississippi.  Ortiz and Jones were typically quiet and 
reserved, while Rodriguez, Regan, and Copithke were completely certifi-
able; I fell somewhere in between.  The six of us were like a band of broth-
ers; we were inseparable.

The weekend of January 12, 1990 began just like many others before.  
Jones, the only member of the group with his own vehicle on base, pro-
vided the transportation.  The six of us piled into his 1983 Mercury Capri 
-- “a poor man’s Mustang” -- and headed into town for a weekend of de-
bauchery.  The car clearly was not designed to haul six full-grown Marines, 
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but we happily endured the cramped conditions for the prospect of a fun-
filled weekend away from base.  Deciding to rent a room at the Holiday 
Inn, we proceeded to fill up the bathtub with ice and beer.  At that point, 
our overindulgent drinking began.

Sufficiently buzzed, we set our sights on The Brown Bagger.  The drinks 
flowed, the mood was light, and a good time was had by all.  Ortiz, Regan, 
and Jones played a drinking game at a nearby table while Copithke and I 
engaged in a game of billiards.  Rodriguez enjoyed a lap dance.  We left 
around midnight and headed back to the hotel.

On the ride back, Copithke boasted that he had something “special” in his 
possession.  In this case, “special” could refer to a number of things. Co-
pithke and personal hygiene do not belong in the same sentence, and the 
smelly stench emanating from him led us to believe that he was in posses-
sion of a freshly worn pair of stripper undies.  Our idle speculation amused 
Copithke to no end. He then reached into his pocket and produced a stick 
of dynamite, one that he’d received over Christmas leave as a gift from 
his uncle.  Marines enjoy few things more than blowing up stuff, so I was 
impressed. 

As we pulled into the hotel parking lot, I noticed that Copithke was hold-
ing the dynamite in one hand, and a cigarette lighter in the other.  He 
looked at me and said, “I’m going to light it.”  Joking around, he began to 
flick the lighter near the fuse.  As the car hit a speed bump in the hotel 
parking lot, Copithke inadvertently lit the fuse.  Sensing my imminent de-
mise, I began to yell, using every profane word in my vocabulary to inform 
the others in the car about what had happened.  Jones whipped the car into 
the nearest parking spot, and we ran from the car like Olympic sprint-
ers.  During the commotion, Copithke had dropped the dynamite onto the 
floorboard of the Capri.  Within seconds, the dynamite detonated, sending 
glass and metal in all directions.  

Upon hearing the earth shattering blast of the dynamite, the hotel occu-
pants rushed from their rooms to see what had happened.  The Jacksonville 
Police Department arrived within minutes, and in impressive fashion.  The 
police arrested Copithke as the rest of us grudgingly returned to base. 
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Being a regular viewer of the Tonight Show, I tuned in the following Mon-
day for my usual dose of late night entertainment.  I listened attentively as 
Johnny Carson began his monologue: “This past weekend, a group of Marines 
blew up a car in North Carolina...”

Sitting in stunned silence, I did not bother to listen for the punch line that 
followed, for I knew that his joke applied the coup de grâce to my future 
opportunities for off base liberty.  The Marine Corps punished us with 
three months of base restriction, and weekend guard duty became the 
norm.  The bravado I had enjoyed following the completion of boot camp 
gave way to frustration and apathy.  I had joined the Marine Corps for ex-
citement and adventure, but not this type of adventure.  Ooo-rah! 

“I Learn”
Phyllis P. Powell

I understand from Psychology class, sensory adaptation is like the time I 
put the screwdriver in my pocket, forgot about it until I bent over, and it 
stabbed me in the stomach.  That’s when my nervous system, per Anatomy 
class, and told my brain to tell my mouth to say a cuss word.  Then the 
Dopamine kicked in, and I went to the bar for a beer.  There I met a man. 
Literature shouted “Carpe diem.” Anatomy and Psychology exclaimed 
“fight or flight!” Medical Terminology teased “tinea-penia,” then Algebra (of 
all things) said, “Go home and do your homework!”

It is embedded in my mind. . . I learn.
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“Why E.T. Hid in the Closet”
Stephen Parker

Many people believe that the universe is full of life. It contains many forms 
of extraterrestrial life just waiting to find us. Get in their space ship and 
travel millions of miles just to meet us. What a surprise they’re in for.

We are a society full of death and destruction. This is a place where we kill 
each other over a piece of land or a loved object. We destroy each other be-
cause our beliefs are different, my deity is right yours is wrong. We massa-
cre lives because our neighbor’s skin color is different. Brainwash children 
to blow up innocent people. Teach them to play with hand grenades and 
m16s instead of toys. We breed our young ones to hate and covet. We have 
actively conducted genocide and dropped bombs that extinguished thou-
sands of lives in an instant. We allow thousands to die every day from hun-
ger and disease still few do anything. We destroy each other just because 
we don’t like something about our fellow inhabitant.

Our world is a place where anyone has the freedom of choice. They can 
choose to murder their baby long before it’s ever born. Here, they can 
decide to have sex with as many partners as desired who needs morals and 
virtues. An individual can select his or her sexual orientation, go with men, 
women, or even animals. On this planet someone even has the choice to 
only respect himself or herself. Many can visit places where there are no 
age restrictions on sex and sexually exploit children. We can drive our-
selves to insanity and destroy ourselves by endless means: drugs, guns, or 
prostitution. We can choose to walk away from our responsibilities, like 
children or we can just drown them in the bathtub. After all they are dis-
posable like a paper cup.

We are constantly burning up our atmosphere with pollution from fac-
tories, cars, chemicals, and power plants that make our lives luxurious. 
Dump medical waste in our oceans, pour used motor oil in our backyards, 
and grease down our drains. We are constantly producing products that 
will not biodegrade. We burn fossil fuels to heat our homes and drive our 
cars. Some of our power plants generate electricity by nuclear fusion. The 
radioactive waste from these plants is just buried in the ground like a cat 
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covering its feces. We destroy our rainforests at an astounding rate. Drive 
animal species to the brink of extinction and we even have the audacity to 
ignore or justify it all. Our environment is expendable.

Our culture is driven by greed and it promotes social inequalities. The 
rich exploit the poor propelling them to luxury while the poor remain in 
the underbelly of society. Left to dwell in the sewers of injustice. These 
inequalities know no boundaries and they flow through all societies on this 
planet perpetuating hate. We are a violent stew waiting to boil over.

Vanity runs to the core of our creation. We are in constant search of a bet-
ter image. We are reshaping our noses, having tummy tucks, changing our 
hair color, and even our skin color. We go to extremes to appear young and 
sometimes to appear older. Unbelievably, we also have the gall to allow our 
children to participate in virtuous horror.

What a promising planet we are. How could an extraterrestrial not want 
to visit us? Our self-destructive behavior must be an amazing attractant to 
other life forms. Imagine all the horrible things they could learn from us. 
Drink from our fountain of misery and taste the tongue tingling sensation 
of hate.
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“Choices”
Joan Magee 
Second Prize Prose Winner

World peace sounds good.  Eradicating child abuse would be even bet-
ter.  Financial security would provide my family a comfortable life.  Eating 
Dove’s “Unconditional Chocolate” ice cream every day without gaining 
weight or cholesterol would be a dream-come-true.  A more harmonious 
relationship between my daughters could bring happiness and joy into our 
home.  Maybe robes and sandals that never wear out would satisfy; no, the 
ancient Israelites already had that AND manna and quail from heaven, yet 
they still grumbled!  Aaah! Which wishes are best?   

Three wishes, three wishes, quite a dilemma!  A genie’s big-hearted offer 
may bring hope and prosperity, but how can I choose between my greatest 
needs and desires and the hopes and dreams of those around me?  Do I act 
only for myself, asking for daily deliveries of the latest Ann Taylor Petites 
or think unselfishly for the benefit of my family: good health and wealth 
for my husband and fully-paid scholarships to Harvard or Yale for my 
daughters?  Or should I consider more universal benefits like peace, love, 
understanding, and elimination of sickness and tears for the Earth’s entire 
population?   

Suppose I did choose to accept a spectacular castle on the Irish country-
side of Donegal.  Would it come complete with luxurious décor, Irish lace 
curtains, groundskeepers, and maids or would I be responsible for up-keep 
and paying taxes myself?  If a genie granted my husband long life, would his 
years be filled with joy and good health or misery?  If my children received 
fully-paid scholarships to ivy-league schools, would they excel or collapse 
from work-induced exhaustion?  Would no more war and illness cause 
over-population and food shortages?  This vacillating is preventing me from 
making some final decisions.   

        
Maybe the outward appearance of the genie would help me decide what 
my three wishes should be.  If he looks like the scary blue jinn on I Dream 
of Jeannie, I would politely decline; I would be afraid to invoke his anger.  
If she looks like oh-so-pretty Jeannie herself, I might consider accepting 
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her offer; but if I remember correctly, trouble always seemed to ensue as 
a result of her well-intentioned and generous magic.  Now if he resembles 
Brad Pitt….                

We mortals often believe that material possessions or changes in circum-
stances will fix or perfect our lives, never pausing to consider the lessons 
learned through trials and imperfections.  If I had not kissed so many 
wart-covered frogs when I was younger, would I appreciate the prince-of-
a-husband God has sent me?  Had I not gone into debt on my credit cards, 
would I understand the importance of financial frugality, planning, and 
saving?  Sometimes our wrong choices allow us to appreciate our good 
decisions even more and prepare us to choose more wisely in the future.    

I admit that the offer of three wishes from a genie greatly appeals to me.  
No worries, no struggles…but what if the genie or my choices backfire?  
The jinn from Arabian legend has been known to wreak havoc against those 
who break agreements with him; in addition, our choices themselves could 
have unexpected repercussions and devastating consequences.  Perhaps the 
wise King Solomon realized too late, the evil dangers of amassing excessive 
wealth and wives, when, as tradition holds, he trapped a misbehaving jinn 
in a bottle and threw it into the sea.  After all, his heart followed the gods 
of his many wives, which turned him away from his true Lord.

So why take a chance?  Choosing not to upset God’s order of nature and 
system of checks and balances, I think I will keep my life just the way it 
is: with flaws, mistakes, and most importantly, the ability to let my own 
choices determine whether I succeed or fail.  Trials, struggles, and fears, 
build patience, character, and integrity, all of which I believe define success 
without succumbing to the dangers of reliance on magical favors.
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Contributors’ Notes

Shelby Anderson (Nursing) - Her photograph “Sunday Morning” was 
inspired by a walk outside where she found something so beautiful and 
serene looking that she just had to take a picture.

Pam Avery (Technical Specialist – LaGrange Campus) - Her photograph 
“Barn in a Blizzard” was captured because she could not drive anywhere; 
she looked across the road and took the photo. The poem “Morning Glory” 
was inspired while looking out the window; she saw vines growing on the 
fence next to her home, and the words flowed. The poem “The Search” 
was created while watching people come and go in a downtown area on a 
Saturday night. 

Ambre Beck (Marketing Management Degree – Douglas Campus) - 
“Coming Together,” a watercolor-pencil-Sharpie piece, was inspired by her 
views of the sun and moon being opposites, yet equally important to our 
planet. Her piece brings the sun and the moon together to create a color-
ful union of the two, showing that opposites can come together to make 
something beautiful. 

Kara Blanton (BAT) - The essay “Turducken” was her essay for ENGL 1010. 
She used life experience to write this. 

Scott Boggs (CIS Networking Specialist – LaGrange Campus) - The poem 
“For that Juicy Looking Pear” was inspired while listening to classical 
music, especially Beethoven. This gave him the peace of mind to think and 
write.

Amanda Caldwell (Carroll Campus) - The poem “Baptism” was inspired by 
Sylvia Plath’s poem “Metaphors.” She wrote this after witnessing several 
baptisms at a church. The poem “Prayer of Gratitude” was inspired by her 
parents’ thirty-three years of marriage.  

Anitra Ellison (Communications Specialist – WGTC Institutional 
Advancement) - The poem “When I’m 25” is an introspective look at the 
past and the future.
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Karen Freemen (Instructor and Program Chair – WGTC Early Childhood 
Care and Education) - Her photograph “ An Explosive Design Frozen in 
Time” was taken while trying to capture moments in time, like fireworks 
on the Fourth of July. The photograph “Patiently Waiting for the Thaw” was 
inspired by last year’s ice storm. She was intrigued by the way nature was 
just sort of frozen in time. The plants buds were just waiting to bloom, as 
soon as the ice melted.

Wendy Fuller (Early Childhood Care and Education) - Her photograph 
“Plight of a Palm” was taken while on vacation and inspired after she took 
a walk on the beach and came upon a row of palm trees.  One had been 
cut down, and the others, unfortunately, looked like the one in the picture.  
The beach had eroded, and the tree’s roots were exposed.  
 
Teresa Illobre (Dental Hygiene – LaGrange Campus) - The photograph 
“Let us Pray” was captured with a Canon T2i. Her creative work inspired 
her because she captured a praying mantis appearing to pray.

Jamal Johnson (Technical Specialist) - The photograph “Time Stands Still” 
was inspired by a trip to Savannah; as he walked by an alley, he immediately 
wanted to snap a quick picture of the steps. It left him breathless after he 
saw the finished product.

Caroline Kwak (LPN program – Coweta Campus) - With the eye-catching 
shades of green of “It’s Pretty Easy Being Green,” we sometimes have to 
look closer to see a different perceptive on things. There could be 
something amazing under our noses. The photograph “Tunnel Vision” is an 
interesting perspective that gave it an optical illusion effect. She was 
inspired to find something interesting underneath a fishing dock. The 
digital photograph “Wondrous” was taken at Callaway Gardens.

Denise Landon (Dental Assistant – Coweta Campus) - The poem “Rodent 
in the Roof ” was inspired after her sister, who is also a writer, told her 
about an animal that had got in the attic. She decided that “Rodent in the 
Roof ” sounded like a good title for a poem. 
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Joan Magee (BAT – LaGrange Campus) - The essay “Choices” was 
written for ENGL 1010. The assignment was “What would you do with 
three wishes?”  At the time, her husband was about to have heart surgery, 
and the couple were having some financial difficulties. Hoping for changes, 
it was easy for her to imagine advantageous choices.

Taylor McAnally (Registered Nursing – Murphy Campus) - With the poem 
“A Fisherman’s Life,” her original plan was to meet the requirements for 
an English assignment, but the poem became more personal and objective 
as she continued. Her poem was inspired by the beauties and complexities 
of the ocean and the many aspects of life that are wrapped around it. The 
death of a fish brings about the life of a fisherman as the cycle continues. 
The poem “Freedom’s Children” was inspired by the incredible people who 
leave behind their families so that her family and she can be safe. Sacrifice 
and loneliness were in her thoughts when she wrote this poem. 

Alicia Morris (Accounting – Carroll Campus) - Her poem “Being Born” 
was written for ENGL 1102.

Stephen Parker (Registered Nursing – Murphy Campus) - His essay “Why 
E.T. Hid in the Closet” was inspired by the negativity reported by local 
newscasts. 

Gilbert Pierce (Criminal Justice – LaGrange Campus) - His paintings 
“Callaway Gardens 4,” “Monterrey Bay,” and “Victory Garden at Callaway 
Gardens” were done in oil and inspired by painting landscapes, seascapes, 
and recreational boating. This is his primary choice of study, especially 
Callaway Gardens. In these pieces, his focus was to mainly capture the 
difference in light saturation from shade to sunlight.

Phyllis P. Powell (Computer Support Specialist – LaGrange Campus) - The 
poem “I Learn” is her way of giving back to those who have given to her. 
She wants to thank the teachers and staff at West Georgia Technical College 
for making learning easy and enjoyable. Her livelihood is their goal, and 
she truly appreciates all they do. 



Luis Rosado (Technical Communications – Carroll Campus) - The poem 
“A New Man” was originally an assignment for ENGL 1102. He felt after 
reading the poem “Ulysses” for his assignment that the king’s son inspired 
him to write about the endless possibilities of reaction.

Kristen Rowland (Early Childhood – LaGrange Campus) - Her painting 
“The Un-Blind Man” was done in acrylics. The inspiration behind this piece 
is something her grandpa once told her: “Being blind doesn’t mean you 
can’t see; it only means you see things differently.”

Nyshawana Rucker (Child Development Specialist – Douglas Campus) - 
The poem “Old Man James” was inspired by the thought to push past fear 
and pursue our dreams. She wrote this to motivate others to pursue their 
dreams.

Jamison Sailors (Technical Communications) - The poem “A Discourse in 
Gettysburg” was an assignment for ENGL 1102, and this piece is a play on 
the words of the actual address in iambic quadrameter. 

Tara Sanders (Culinary Arts – Coweta Campus) - The digital photograph 
“Play Time” was inspired by her accidently having her camera set on the 
polarizing setting.  When she looked at the picture she took, she noticed 
the colors really stood out. She then blacked out the background to make 
them the only thing in the picture. The digital photograph “Squiggly Lamp” 
was taken when she turned all the other lights off and made the picture 
of the lamp. She added some special effects, and this is what she came up 
with.

Hubert E. Sides (Criminal Justice – Carroll Campus) - The poem “One 
Feline’s Mystery” was inspired while watching animal reactions during play.

Kyle Taylor (Instructor – WGTC English Department) - “The Downward 
Turn” represents the slow descent into madness that results from editing a 
creative arts magazine.
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Jessica Tillman (Dental Hygiene – Douglas Campus) - Her painting 
“What’re Your True Colors?” is done in oil.  This was her self-portrait made 
to appear to be one color, but from within, it shows many different colors. 
She wanted to show the world that she is made up of many different colors 
and layers.

Ben Wood (Registered Nursing – Murphy Campus) - The essay “Requiem 
for a Pyrotechnic” is a narrative account of factual events that occurred 
during his time in the United States Marine Corps. It is a story of youthful 
exuberance and naïveté that eventually gave way to disillusionment.
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Information for VOICES 2013

Submissions for the 2013 issue of VOICES Magazine will be collected during the sum-
mer quarter and fall semester of 2012 (May - December).  All submissions must be in 
electronic format and accompanied by a signed submission form (scanned copies are 
acceptable).  Submissions can be delivered in person or emailed to any editor or to the 
designated VOICES representative on each campus.

VOICES is published annually by West Georgia Technical College.  The magazine seeks to 
showcase the best examples of the creativity that is alive and well at WGTC.  We gener-
ally publish only 35-45% of the submissions we receive in a given year.  Submissions are 
welcomed from the following:

•	 Current students of WGTC 
•	 Recent graduates of WGTC (class of 2010 to present) 
•	 Current staff and faculty members of WGTC 
•	 Retired staff and faculty members of WGTC 
•	 Members of WGTC’s various boards and advisory committees 

Submissions must be the creative work solely of the submitter; we will not accept submis-
sions made on behalf of anyone who does not fall into one of the aforementioned catego-
ries.  Only current students are eligible for the cash prizes. 

Submission does not guarantee publication; due to space limitations we cannot publish 
every submission.  We try to select works that offer a diverse view of the WGTC com-
munity; we are interested in showcasing the artistic and creative talent of WGTC through 
various media.  Acceptance or rejection does not necessarily reflect the quality of the 
submission; rather, we accept or reject work based upon the needs of the magazine and 
the editorial standards set for that edition.  We hope to constantly improve the quality of 
the magazine each year; thus, standards of quality tend to go up each year.  To get a clearer 
idea of what the editors look for, please see the three “What Is ...” essays available on our 
website: www.westgatech.edu/voices.

Prose: Maximum 3 submissions per author, maximum of 3000 words each.  This category 
includes fiction, short stories, essays, reports, analytical projects, proposals, articles, and 
letters.

Poetry: Maximum 4 submissions per author, no word limit.  Please keep the magazine’s 
vertical 5.5” x 8.5” published size in mind.

Art: Maximum 4 submissions per artist, no size limits.  This category includes film 
photography, digital photography, CAD work, medical illustrations, sculpture, painting, 
drawing, metalwork, and other forms of visual art.  Photographs of original non-photo-
graphic works may be submitted for consideration in lieu of the actual works (a publica-
tion quality photograph must be obtainable).  Please keep the magazine’s vertical 5.5” x 
8.5” published size in mind.

Complete details available online: www.westgatech.edu/voices
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